This paper proposes a framework for distributed, in-storage training of neural networks on clusters of computational storage devices. Such devices not only contain hardware accelerators but also eliminate data movement between the host and storage, resulting in both improved performance and power savings. More importantly, this in-storage processing style of training ensures that private data never leaves the storage while fully controlling the sharing of public data. Experimental results show up to 2.7x speedup and 69% reduction in energy consumption and no significant loss in accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the amount of data generated has grown at an exponential rate. In 2018, over 2.5 quintillion bytes of data were generated every day [1] . That equals 2.5 million terabyte hard disk drives (HDD) every single day. The emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) is further accelerating this growth of data generation. Data is not meaningful unless processed; moreover, data often need to be processed in realtime or near real-time. For example, in self-driving cars, a large amount of data needs to be processed quickly and locally. The rate of data generation is very high, and the required processing is very heavy. Thus, they can create a backlog of unprocessed data, which prevents the system from making a proper decision. Although new metrics such as Age of Information (AoI) can help preserve the freshness of data by discarding the old data and replacing it with new, valid data [2] , the problem with processing still persists.
With the rise in the use of machine learning algorithms, many problems can be solved at the cost of high computation.
Up until recent years, the conventional method to process the massive volume of data was to send it to data centers, process, and resend the results back to the client. This method is associated with common problems such as latency, identity management, and data protection [3] . With the considerable progress in the design of low-power processors such as ARM ® A series, the edge computing has emerged as an alternative solution. Although edge computing can be beneficial for small size applications, data centers remain the backbone of heavy computation tasks, including the training of neural networks. Based on the size of the network and the number of samples, the training procedure can take weeks, even on the most powerful processing machines currently existed. Distribution of the training can significantly reduce the overall time, but obstacles to effective distribution include synchronization of the models, data transfer, and power dissipation.
In this paper, we propose a distributed in-storage processing (ISP) framework to address the issues above. The ISP technology is to process data inside the storage devices without sending the data to the host. The ISP-enabled storage devices, known as Computational Storage Devices (CSD), are equipped with an internal processing engine that is capable of processing data in-place. This technology is studied in the literature and has been shown to be beneficial for big data and HPC applications [4]- [7] . This technology reduces the data movements, and consequently, it improves both performance and energy consumption. Additionally, in cases where the applications are connected to the storage devices via a network, data should move through this network to be processed. This long-range data movement raises some concerns regarding the security and the privacy of data and makes it vulnerable to privacy attacks. The ISP technology completely solves this problem by avoiding the data movement. The overall contributions of this paper are as follows:
• a novel low-power CSD named Newport with augmented processing power; • a framework named Stannis to efficiently parallelize training tasks on clusters of CSDs; • a tuning algorithm to maximize the utilization of a heterogeneous system;
• protecting privacy with a hybrid of private and public data in a storage system. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews related work on neural network training and computational storage devices. Section III introduces the Newport hardware and software stack, followed by our distribution framework named Stannis. Section V presents our experimental results.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section provides a background on the background on deep neural networks and their efficient processing on novel parallel archiectures.
A. Deep Neural Networks
Deep learning has achieved tremendous success and has become one of the most powerful modeling tools combined with neural network. The idea behind neural network is the imitation of human neurons and is developed based on the perceptron model. Deep learning stacks multiple layers of neural network, in which the output of the current layer is fed as the input to the next layer. As an example, the supervised learning trains the neural network by taking the training dataset as input and comparing the output with the corresponding output label. After several training iterations, the parameters in the neural network are updated and able to do the prediction using the same type of input. Thanks to the idea of chain rule, back propagation is developed to train neural network more efficiently. As the name of the algorithm suggests, the update of parameters starts from the last layer and propagate back to the previous layer based on the comparison between the output and labels. In order to optimize the training process, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is used to reduce the error. Many machine learning libraries have been developed for model developing using neural networks, including Tensorflow, Theano, and PyTorch. However, due to the size and complexity of neural networks and the huge amount of training data, the training period has grown drastically from hours to days and weeks.
B. Parallelization of Training
A practical approach to reducing the training time is to parallelize it on multiple devices. Two common methods for parallelization are the model parallel and data-parallel. In the former, each processing node is responsible for training a part of the neural network; in the latter, all processing nodes have a replica of the entire network and update it locally, but since different copies of the network get different updates, a synchronization method is needed. The initial version of Tensorflow, a well known library for machine learning applications, uses a parameter server approach to synchronize worker nodes [8] . Each worker sends parameter updates to the parameter server where all updates are accumulated, averaged, and then sent back to the workers. This method can cause either computation or communication congestion on the server-side. Pytorch [9] uses a similar approach with a more enhanced allreduce algorithm [10] . In 2017, Horovod [11] for distributed training of neural networks has drawn attention with its superior scalability compared to Tensorflow's standard distribution framework. Horovod was developed based on Nvidia's NCCL ring-allreduce algorithm [12] , where each node communicates only with two peer nodes and pass updates along in a circular fashion. This method is bandwidth optimal, and each node's communication bandwidth is independent of the number of the nodes. However, where Horovod falls short is the support for heterogeneous processors, a problem we will address in Section III.
C. Hardware Accelerators
Another way to decrease the overall time is to use more powerful devices. Due to its nature of parallel architecture, GPUs are much faster than regular CPUs in floating-point operations that commonly occur in training. For instance, Nvidia Tesla V100 can run a maximum of 100 TFlops whereas an Intel ® Core i9-7980XE can output a maximum of 1.3 TFlops. In 2016, Google unveiled its machine-learning chip called Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), a massively paralleled Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) for tensor operations that can deliver up to 420 TFlops in its latest version [13] . However, the downside of both GPU and TPU is that they are application-specific processors and are not as good as CPU for general operations. Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are also widely used in accelerating different applications, however, they have a long design time and need to be reconfigured for executing different operations [14] .
D. In-Storage Processing
Before the era of NAND flash memories, the I/O speed on hard disk drives (HDD) was the main obstacle in accelerating the operations. Although NAND flash memories are faster than their magnetic counterparts, moving data from the storage to the DRAM for processing still remains as the bottleneck. ISP is an innovative technology that addresses this shortcoming by moving computation to the data instead of moving data to the computation. ISP allows tasks to be executed in place, i.e., in the storage devices, with no need to move huge volumes of data. Based on the processing units, the available CSDs can be categorized into two main groups: 1) CSDs that exploit the processing unit dedicated to SSD controller for ISP [15] , [16] , and 2) CSDs with a dedicated ISP engine [5] , [7] , [17] . In the first approach, despite the energy efficiency of exploiting the SSD controller's processing units for the purpose of ISP, the gained processing power is rather limited due to their relatively low performance; moreover, doing so can also negatively impact the performance of the SSD. In the second approach, dedicated processing units such as FPGAs [15] or embedded processors [18] overcome the limited processing power by augmenting the storage units with more computing resources. Although FPGAs can be power efficient with a great performance improvement potential, they suffer from several limitations that make them unsuitable for ISP purpose, including 1) they require an RTL implementation of the tasks, whose high-performance realization can be very challenging; 2) reconfiguration of FPGAs is needed for different tasks;
3) due to the lack of a file system structure, data cannot be accessed and used as a file concept. It has been shown that deploying a dedicated processor is a viable solution for ISPs [17] . In this paper, we propose a dedicated processorbased CSD and show the benefits of using it in the distributed training phase of learning algorithms.
III. CSD ARCHITECTURE
In-storage processing technology aims at augmenting storage devices with efficient processing engines, enabling them to process data locally without transferring it to a host system. Despite the simplicity of the concept, many of the previously proposed CSD architectures fall short of providing compelling flexibility and efficiency simultaneously.
In this research, we introduce Newport, an ASIC-based CSD architecture that provides a flexible and capable ISP environment for offloading and running user applications without modification. Newport is equipped with a full-fledged OS, which can support a wide range of programming models and languages. Newport is designed to embrace the ISP technology natively, which means its controller is composed of a dedicated ISP processing engine together with other conventional modules, all implemented in a single ASIC chip. Fig. 1 shows the hardware architecture of the Newport CSD, whose internal modules are categorized into three subsystems: frontend subsystem (FE), ISP-dedicated processing engine, and back-end subsystem (BE). Newport includes four ARM ® M7 processors for running the conventional tasks of the storage device. The FE subsystem uses one of the four ARM ® M7 processors and a host NVMe interface module. The interface module receives and depacketizes the NVMe commands, and the ARM ® M7 processor checks the integrity of the commands and interprets them for the BE subsystem.
The CSD controller is connected to multiple NAND flash chips organized in 16 . Besides these two subsystems, Newport is equipped with a unique and dedicated ISP engine composed of a quad-core ARM ® Cortex A-53 processors and a complete software stack. The quad-core processor has access to an 8GB DRAM, which is shared among the processing units inside the CSD controller. The Software stack makes it possible to send ISP commands from the host to the Newport CSD and sending the ISP results back to the host. All the subsystems in the Newport architecture are connected by a data bus, as shown in Fig. 1 . Both the FE and ISP subsystems send flash read/write commands to BE, which is responsible for communicating with the flash memory chips to complete the flash I/O operations. In other words, while the data that is transferred to the host needs to go through the FE subsystem and a complex NVMe over PCIe link, the ISP engine bypasses the FE as well as the power-consuming NVMe link to read the data. Thus, the ISP subsystem has efficient and high-speed access to the data stored in the flash memory. Fig. 2 shows Newport software stack architecture. The ISP engine runs a full-fledged Linux operating system (OS) both for running a wide spectrum of user applications in-place as well as developing the software stack. To provide filesystemlevel access for user applications that run on the ISP engine, we have developed a block device driver, which makes an abstraction layer for flash I/O operations, so the OS on the ISP engine can mount the flash memory as a block device.
For communication purposes, a TCP/IP over PCIe tunnel is provided, which embeds TCP/IP packets inside the PCIe packets. Using this tunnel, user applications running on the host can communicate with the applications running on Newport. The TCP/IP tunnel is composed of a process running on the FE to transfer data from the ISP engine to the host and vice versa, a process running on the host which handles TCP/IP packetization on the host, and a similar process running on the Newport CSD to handle the packetization. These three processes work together to provide a TCP/IP connection CSD controller NAND flash media DRAM Fig. 3 . Newport Prototype between the ISP engine and the host. In the case of attaching multiple Newport CSDs to a host, the TCP/IP over PCIe tunnel spans over all the CSDs to provide a network covering all the CSDs and the host. Using the block device driver and the TCP/IP tunnel, user applications running on Newport have efficient and high-speed access to flash data, and can also communicate with the applications running on the host or other CSDs.
Since both the host and the ISP engine have concurrent access to the flash memory at the filesystem level, a synchronization mechanism should maintain the integrity of the filesystem metadata. To address this issue, we have ported Oracle Cluster FileSystem version 2 (OCFS2) on both the host and Newport CSD. OCFS2 has two agents that run on the host and the Newport CSD. These two agents communicate with each other through the TCP/IP tunnel to synchronize the filesystem metadata. We have prototyped a fully functional Newport CSD to show the feasibility of the proposed design and also to run experiments on a platform equipped with multiple Newport CSDs. Fig. 3 demonstrates the Newport prototype.
IV. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK
System for TrAining of Neural Networks In Storage (Stannis) is a framework for the distribution of neural network training on homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. It overcomes Horovod's inability to work efficiently on hetereogeneous systems by workload scaling with consideration for transmission delay and data privacy.
Horovod shows great speedup on homogeneous systems, but on a heterogeneous system, the slowest processor becomes the bottleneck due to required synchronization in training. That is, a faster processing engine must wait for the slower ones. To address this problem, we try to equalize the processing time by setting different batch sizes for each processing engine, so that all processors wait for the least amount of time. In other words, the slower processor gets smaller batch size and thus, finishes the epoch in the same elapsed time as the more powerful processors.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code for the proposed approach. It starts by running a series of benchmarks on all processing engines to assess their processing speed and find the optimal batch size on each processor. Based on the results, the best batch size is selected for the slowest engine. Having the batch size for one device, we calculate the time it takes to finish one batch and find the best batch size on the other processing engines that can deliver almost the same elapsed time. We increase the batch size by a fraction ( 1 C ) of the difference in time for the two processor, up until getting similar times. C is a constant that determines how much to adjust the batch size after each test. Larger C means more fine grained batch size update. We also consider the slowdown that occurs due to the synchronization process and allocates a ( time E ) margin to the final time. We determined E by observing the slowdown pattern for the first number of processing nodes added to the system in our initial tests and defined it to give a fixed 20% margin to the results. Stannis also considers the access permissions of the data and assigns the private data to local ISP engine while sharing the public data with the ISP engine and the host processor. This method eliminates the transmission of private data over the network and to the host and increases the data protection level. One potential concern with varying the training batch sizes is the loss of accuracy. In practice, however, we observed that the range of changes in batch size makes no tangible impact on accuracy. While setting batch sizes can increase speed within one epoch, an imbalance in the datasets assigned to the computing nodes can stall faster nodes at the end of each epoch. After determining the optimal batch size, Stannis runs a load balancing algorithm to assign the proper number of input data to each node so all nodes finish after the same number of steps in one epoch. Since the host has access to more data than each individual CSD, it is convenient to determine the host's dataset size based on the batch size ratios and the slower nodes dataset size. The following equation shows how to determine dataset size on host:
In case the portion of the private data to be processed on Newport nodes are not equal, Stannis either uses more portion of the public data on the node with the smaller private database or duplicate the private data to maximize the rate of image per second. Stannis can run any network that is based on Keras or Tensorflow. Examples of such are VGG, ResNet, Inception, MobileNetV2, and DenseNet. Fig. 4 shows how the Stannis distributes and process data on system.
Distributing the training process means the central model receives updates less frequently that can cause accuracy loss. However, in [19] , Goyal et al. show that this accuracy degradation can be avoided to a good extent by applying two strategies: a) a linear scaling up of the learning rate based on the number of passed epochs, and b) a warm-up strategy that uses lower learning rates at the start of training, which helps overcoming early optimization difficulties [20] .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
There are two scenarios for using Stannis in action. The first one is to run it on a server rack in a datacenter where the user data has been transferred to storage systems using end-to-end encryption to guarantee the privacy aspects. The second case considers Newport as a stand-alone system, capable of doing edge computing in an IoT environment. Examples of such cases are the autonomous driving cars where lots of sensor data is created every second that can be processed fully or partially in the car. For now, we stick to the first case and explore the second one in our future work with the addition of the Federated learning techniques.
To evaluate Stannis in the real world, we assembled an AIC 2U-FB201-LX server with an 8-core, 16-thread Intel ® Xeon ® Silver 4108 CPU with 32GB of DRAM and 24 Newport CSDs, each with 32 TB flash memory, giving us a storage server with a total of 24*32= 768 TB capacity (see Fig. 5 ). We used an expanded TinyImageNet database [21] for neural network training and took 72000 images as public data and 12000 images as private distributed over all Newport CSDs. We chose MobileNetV2 with 3.47 million parameters and 56 million multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operations as our main neural network. To compare the speedup on different neural networks, we then ran the test for NASNet, InceptionV3, and SqueezeNet. The only concern in choosing a network and the batch size is the available DRAM on the systems. Large batch size on big networks can saturate the DRAM and thus stall the entire training process. The 6 GB DRAM on Newport proved to be enough for most of the test cases. The solution for cases with DRAM saturation was to choose a smaller batch size. Since the processing speed converges to a certain number after a certain batch size, this reduction in batch size would not affect the processing speed. For instance, the images-per-second speed for MobilenetV2 on Newport is about 3 images per second for all batch sizes greater than 16. This happens as a result of the full utilization of the processing engine when the task becomes computation intensive rather than communication intensive.
A. Performance Analysis
Stannis started with running the tuning algorithm for the MobileNetV2, which gave us the optimal batch sizes of 25 and 315 and the processing speed of 3 and 32.3 images per second for the Newport and the host, respectively. It then determined the number of input data corresponding to each node to avoid stall on individual cards and then ran the benchmarks on a mixture of host and number of cards. We ran the same test for NASNet, InceptionV3, and SqueezeNet as well. The optimized batch sizes and corresponding speed for different networks are shown in Table I . Fig. 6 shows the processing speed in the form of an image per second for different networks. There is a slowdown in all processing nodes in a distributed model, which is due to partial stalls when nodes are synchronizing the parameters. The slow down pace fades out, and the individual nodes performance converges to a certain speed after the number of nodes grows beyond 5-6 devices. The relative speedup for different networks is also shown in Fig. 7 . The result shows that the smaller networks get better speedup than the larger ones; this is because the more parameters to update, the more time it takes to synchronize the nodes. Another important parameter is the number of MACs. As Fig. 7 shows, SqueezeNet with 2.46M Flops gets less speedup compared to MobileNetV2 with 7.16M Flops, because it has 15x more MACs.
B. Power Analysis
The closest product to Newport that we could find on the market was the 11 TB Micron MTFDHAL11TATCW-1AR1ZAB SSD. We evaluate the power consumption of an AIC server with 24 11-TB Micron SSDs against the same system with 24 32-TB Newport CSDs. We used an off-theshelf power meter to measure the input power to the entire server rack. Table II shows the energy per processed image for MobileNetV2. We skip the results for other networks since the power measurements were almost identical. Measurements show up to 69% saving in energy per processed image and 2x FLOPS per watt with 24 Newport CSDs compared to host alone.
C. Accuracy Analysis
To assess the accuracy degradation due to distribution of the training process, we ran a training session with 416,000 images on a single node and on six nodes to compare their accuracy and loss. The results show the loss increased from 1.1859 on a single node to 1.1907 on six nodes, or a 0.5% increase, and the same accuracy of 0.31 on both setups. Note that what is relevant here is not the absolute accuracy but the fact that our heterogeneous distributed setup yields the same accuracy as the centralized one.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a new in-storage processing solution to accelerate deep neural network training. It achieves up to 2.7x speedup while reducing energy by up to 69%. Our solution consists of novel hardware named Newport, a computational storage device (CSD) that augments processing power to the systems and eliminates the need to move data to the host for processing. The hardware runs workload that is distributed by our software framework named Stannis, which extends Horovod to take advantage of heterogeneous processing units by optimizing the batch size and controlling the portion of data allotted to each processing node. Not only is this beneficial to both power and performance but more importantly it protects privacy by never moving private data out of the storage system. We plan to extend Stannis to a general framework that can parallelize any application on heterogeneous architectures and also develop a federated learning framework for training on mobile devices.
